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Abstract

The distinction between continuous and discontinuous transitions is a long-
standing problem in the theory of evolution. Continuity being a topological prop-
erty, we present a formalism that treats the space of phenotypes as a (�nite) topo-
logical space, with a topology that is derived from the probabilities with which of
one phenotype is accessible from another through changes at the genotypic level.
The shape space of RNA secondary structures is used to illustrate this approach.
We show that evolutionary trajectories are continuous if and only if they follow
connected paths in phenotype space.
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1. Introduction

While variation is introduced by mutation or recombination at the genotypic
level, it is the phenotype that is subject to selection. A thorough understanding
of the relationships between genotypes and phenotypes is therefore a necessary
prerequisite for a complete theory of both biological and arti�cial evolution.

In the simplest case | evolving RNA molecules | genotype and phenotype
are two aspects of the same molecule. The speci�c sequence of nucleotides is the
genotype, the three-dimensional shape of the molecule its phenotype. Conventional
biophysics considers sequence-structure relations of biopolymers primarily with re-
spect to the folding problem: given is a sequence; which structure does it form
under the speci�ed experimental conditions? Many problems in current molecular
biology and biotechnology [26], however, raise questions that cannot be answered
satisfactorily by this approach. Instead, one has to consider global properties of
the folding function that maps the set of all possible sequences onto the set of all
possible structures.

Such problems are, for example, the sensitivity of structures against mutations,
or the inverse folding problem: given a structure u, which sequences do fold into this
structure under the speci�ed conditions? Naturally, one may ask how the neutral

set S(u) consisting of all sequences folding into the structure u is embedded in
sequence space, and how the neutral sets S(u) and S(v) of two di�erent structures
u and v are located relative to each other. A long series of publications, starting
with [8], answers these questions in great detail from RNA secondary structures,
see e.g., [9, 19, 28, 17, 18]. More recently, similar surveys used knowledge-based
potentials [2, 1] or lattice models [7, 4] for exploring protein space.

The properties of the folding function are of course intimately connected to the
structure of both sequence space and shape space. The genetic operators acting on
the genotypes imply the structure of sequence space in very natural way. Assuming
point mutations, for instance, sequence space becomes a generalized hypercube, i.e.,
a graph in which two genotypes are neighbors if they di�er by a single mutation.
Recombination spaces are discussed in [5, 15, 31, 30].

The structure of shape space is much less obvious. In many cases a distance
measure among the shapes based on geometrical similarity will be suÆcient [9]. In
order to understand the sequence of phenotypic changes along an evolutionary tra-
jectory, however, it is necessary to know which phenotypes are accessible from which
genotypes. Accessibility can then be used to de�ne a relation of \nearness" among
phenotypes, independently of their geometric or biophysical similarities [11, 12].
In these contributions, a notion of \continuity" is introduced and the evolutionary
transitions are classi�ed as continuous or discontinuous based on how easily one
shape can be accessed from a previous one.

Continuity is a topological property. In this contribution we take this fact seri-
ous and regard shape space as (�nite) topological space, and we assume that the
\natural" topology of shape space is introduced by the accessibilities shapes along
evolutionary trajectories.

This contribution is organized as follows: After a brief description of the RNA
secondary structure model, we discuss the construction of accessibility relations.
The subsequent three sections introduce the main elements of topologies on �nite
sets and explore some facets of the topologies associated with undirected graphs
and partially ordered sets. Most of the mathematical technicalities underlying
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section 4 can be found in the appendix. The topologies of a few RNA shape spaces
are discussed in some detail in section 7. Section 8 gives a precise de�nition of
evolutionary trajectories. The main result of this section states that a trajectory
is continuous if and only if it follows a connected path in a certain graph derived
from the accessibility relations.

2. The Sequence-Structure Map of RNA

RNA secondary structures provide a discrete, coarse grained concept of struc-
ture similar in complexity to lattice models of proteins. In contrast to the latter,
however, RNA secondary structures are a faithful coarse graining of the 3D struc-
tures. Secondary structures are routinely used to display, organize, and interpret
experimental �ndings, they are oftentimes conserved over evolutionary times scales,
and in vitro selection experiments with RNA more often than not yield families of
selected sequences that share distinctive secondary structure features.

From the mathematical point of view, a secondary structure is a list of base pairs
[i; j] with i < j such that for any two base pairs [i; j] and [k; l] with i � k holds:
(i) i = k if and only if j = l, and (ii) k < j implies i < k < l < j or k < l < i < j.
The �rst condition simply means that each nucleotide can take part in at most
one base pair. The second condition forbids knots and pseudo-knots. Secondary
structures form a special type of outer-planar graphs, i.e., they can be drawn in the
plane in such a way that all vertices (which represent the nucleotides) are arranged
on a circle, and all edges (which represent the bases pairs) lie inside the circle and
do not intersect. Secondary structures are conveniently represented as strings with
the alphabet f(; .; )g, where unpaired bases are denoted by a dot and each base
pair corresponds to a pair of matching parentheses, see Figure 1. As a consequence
of their simple graph-theoretical form, RNA secondary structures can be predicted
from the sequence information by means of a dynamic programming algorithm
[37, 19] that makes use of a set of experimental determined energy parameters
[13, 21, 34].

For a given chain length n, there are �n di�erent RNA sequences, where the
alphabet size is � = 2 for GC sequences and � = 4 for natural RNA sequences. An
exact enumeration of all possible secondary structure graphs, however, yields less
than 1:87n di�erent secondary structures. In an exhaustive computational study
all GC sequences with a chain length up to n = 30 were folded [17, 18]. These data
indicate that only about 1:65n secondary structure graphs are actually realized as
the minimum energy structure of some RNA sequence.

Typically, a secondary structure u is therefore obtained from many di�erent
sequences. The set S(u) of these sequences is called the neutral set of u. In other
words, S(u) is the pre-image of u w.r.t. the folding map f . The size-distribution of
neutral sets is far from uniform [28]. In fact, there are a relatively small number
of common structures with large neutral sets, while the overwhelming number of
structures is formed by only a very small number of di�erent sequences. Let Sn
denote the number of distinct secondary structure graphs that are formed by RNA
sequences of length n. Then we say that a structure u is common if

jS(u)j � �n=Sn ; (1)

i.e., if S(u) is larger than the average.
Data from both large samples of long sequences (n � 30) [28, 26] and from

exhaustive folding of all short sequences [17, 18] support the observation that the
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fraction of sequences folding into common structures increases with chain length
and approaches 100% in the limit of long chains. As argued in [26], only common
structures play a role in natural evolution and in evolutionary biotechnology.

The most important feature of the neutral sets of common structures is that
they form connected neutral networks in sequence space. Furthermore, the neutral
networks of any two common structure come close to each other in some part of se-
quence space. These facts were established both in large scale computer simulations
[28, 29] and by means of random graph model [25, 24]. They seem to be generic
feature of the sequence structure map of both nucleic acids and polypeptides.

3. Accessibility Relations for RNA Secondary Structures

The peculiar features of the sequence-structure map cause an evolving population
to di�use on the neutral networks of a particular secondary structure u until a
superior phenotype u0 is encountered. At this point the population jumps from
S(u) to the neutral network to S(u0), where the di�usion process starts again [10,
20, 11, 22].

The question therefore becomes which phenotypes (secondary structure) are eas-
ily accessible from a given neutral networks, and which ones are hard or impossible
to get to in a single step. In other words, we have to de�ne a criterion for deciding
whether a structure y is accessible from the neutral networks of structure x, in
which case we write y  x.

In the simplest case, we may say that y is accessible from x, if it is possible
to jump from S(x) to S(y) by means of a single point mutation, i.e., if there are
two sequences s and s0 such that (i) s and s0 di�er by a single mutation, and (ii)
f(s) = x and f(s0) = y. A random graph theory developed in [25, 24] predicts
that any common structures should be accessible from each other. We shall see in
section 7 that this is at least approximately the case.

Since sequence space is so large that not all possible sequence are ever realized
in the course of simulation run (or during the history of evolution), Fontana &
Schuster [11] argue that one should consider more restrictive condition for accessi-
bility. Following their argument, we will say that y is accessible from x, only if the
probability is high enough that a population located on the neutral network S(x)
will �nd a sequence folding into y. Let us write @S(x) for the set of all sequences
that are obtained as point mutations of elements from the neutral set S(x) and
that are not themselves members of S(x). The set @S(x) is known as the boundary
of S(x) in sequence space. We may now consider the distribution of structures that
are formed by the sequences in @S(x). For any two structures x; y 2 V de�ne

D(y  x) = S(y) \ @S(x) (2)

as the set of all neighbors of x that fold into y. Accessibility may now be based on
the size of D(y  x) relative to S(x), S(y), or their boundaries. Probably the most
natural quantity is the ratio probability jD(y  x)j=j@S(x)j that a non-neutral
mutant of an x-sequence folds into the shape y.

In [11] two related measures are used: The neighborhood frequency �(y; x) is the
fraction of sequences folding into x that have at least one neighbor folding into
y. Conversely, the frequency of occurrence #(y; x) is the fraction of mutants of
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Figure 1. Size distribution of the sets D(y  x) for the most frequent and the least

frequent common structures of the GC20 space. There are 1610 di�erent secondary

structures in this case.

x-sequences that fold into y. In symbols:

�(y; x) =
jS(x) \ @S(y)j

jS(x)j
=
jD(x y)j

jS(x)j

#(y; x) =
jS(y) \ @S(x)j

(� � 1)n jS(x)j
=

jD(y  x)j

(�� 1)n jS(x)j

(3)

The denominator in the expression for #(y; x) is the total number of mutants of
sequences in S(x) including those that fold into x. It was introduced in [11] mainly
because j@S(x)j is unknown for long sequences.

A simple possibility for de�ning accessibility is to set a threshold value " > 0.
Hence y  x i� jD(y  x)j � "j@S(x)j. A related class of accessibility relations
arises by ranking the neighbors of x with respect to jD(y  x)j and accepting only
a �xed number highest-ranking structures as accessible. A threshold could also be
introduced individually for each x depending on the form of the size distribution
of the sets jD(y  x)j or jD(x y)j, see Figure 1.

For technical convenience, and because it captures the possibility correct repli-
cation, we require that the accessibility relation  is reexive, i.e., x  x for all
x 2 V . Accessibility relations are not necessarily symmetric, that is, y  x in
general does not imply x  y. For instance, if S(y) is much smaller than S(x),
than y will not be accessible from x. The two extremal cases of symmetric and anti-
symmetric accessibility relations will be discussed in some more detail in sections 5
and 6.

4. Accessibility Topologies

Let N(x) = fy 2 V jy  xg be the set of the structures that are accessible from
x (including x itself). Any particular de�nition of accessibility hence translates
into a �nite collection N = fN(x)jx 2 V g subsets of the shape space V , such
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Figure 2. Accessibility relations for the smallest non-trivial RNA shape space GC10.

L.h.s.: accessibility graph �; r.h.s.: non-redundant basis B of the accessibility topology

represented by its directed graph ~�, see section 4 for details.

that x 2 N(x) for all x 2 V . Note that (V;N ) is a hypergraph [3]. A more

convenient representation for our purposes is the directed graph ~� with vertex set
V and an edge x ! y for x to y 6= x if and only if y 2 N(x). Since x 2 N(x) by
de�nition, there is one-to-one mapping between directed graphs with vertex set V
and accessibility relations on V . As an example, the accessibility relation for the
smallest non-trivial RNA space, GC10, is shown in Figure 2.

A topology on V is a collection � of subsets of V , called the open sets in V with
the following properties

(i) ; and V are open sets.
(ii) The union of an arbitrary number of open sets is open.
(iii) The intersection of a �nite number of open sets is open.

A set N � � is a subbasis of � if � is generated by the unions and �nite intersections
of the sets contained in N . A set B � � is a basis of � if all open sets can be written
as unions of elements of B.

In appendix A we review the theory of �nite topological spaces. We encounter an
extreme simpli�cations which explains why �nite topologies have received very little
attention apart from serving as simple counterexamples [32]. The crucial property of
�nite topologies is the existence of a unique non-redundant basis B = fB(x)jx 2 V g,
where B(x) is the intersection of all open sets containing x, see lemma 1 in the
appendix. Given an accessibility relation N (that is, a subbasis of a topology � on
V ), we can explicitly construct the unique non-redundant basis of � :

B =

�
B(x) =

\
y:x2N(y)

N(y)
��x 2 V

�
(4)

A directed graph ~� can be associated with the basis B in the following way: The

vertex set of ~� is V , and for any x 6= y there is a directed edge x ! y (from x to
y) if and only if y 2 B(x). An example is given if Figure 2.

Directed graphs provide a data structure that is handled eÆciently by publicly
available software such as LEDA. It pays therefore to translate the most important
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topological concepts such as connectedness or various separation properties into the

language of graph theory of ~�. The main works towards this end is described in
appendix A, section A2 and proposition 1.

Theorem 1. The �nite topological space (V; �) is connected if and only if its di-

graph ~� is (weakly) connected. W � V is component of V if and only if W induces

a (weakly) connected component of ~�.

Proof. Recall that a directed graph is (weakly) connected if the underlying undi-
rected graph is connected.
The topological space (V; �) is not connected if and only if there is a partition
V1[V2 = V such that V1\V2 = ; and both V1 and V2 are open, i.e., Vi = [x2ViB(x).
Equivalently, for all x 2 V1 and all y 2 V2 hold x =2 B(y) and y =2 B(x). In other
words, (V; �) is the (topological) sum of V1 and V2 i� there are no directed edges

in ~� connected vertices from V1 with vertices form V2. The second claim follows
immediately.

Theorem 2. Let (V; �) be a �nite topological space and let ~� be the directed graph

associated with its basis. Then the topological separation axioms are equivalent to

the following properties of ~�:

(T1) ~� contains no edges.

(T0) ~� contains no bidirectional edge, i.e., there is no pair of vertices x and y such

that x! y and y ! x.

(T3) ~� is a union of disjoint cliques. Equivalently, B(x) \ B(y) = ; or B(x) =
B(y).

(T5) B(x) \ B(y) = ;, B(x), or B(y), i.e., B is a hierarchy.

(T4) For each connected component V 0 of ~� there is a point x 2 V 0 such that there

is a directed edge from x to all other vertices in V 0, i.e., B(x) = V 0

Furthermore, � is the discrete topology i� ~� has no edges, while � is the indiscrete

topology i� ~� is a complete graph.

Proof. The conditions for (T0), (T1), (T3), the discrete and the indiscrete topology
are trivial rewritings of proposition 1 in the appendix.

5. Topologies from Graphs

If the accessibility relation is symmetric then ~� turns into an undirected graph.
We shall write � to emphasize this fact. A clique of � is a maximal induced
complete subgraph. The clique-topology �Q on V is obtained by regarding the set
of all cliques of � as a subbasis, i.e., by declaring the cliques of � as open sets. Note
furthermore that a single vertex forms a clique if and only if it is isolated and that
a pair x; y of vertices is a clique if and only if the edge (x; y) is not contained in
a triangle. Each edge (x; y) 2 E, the edge set of �, is contained in some clique.
Trivially, if � is a complete graph, then V = N (x) and hence � is indiscrete. Also,
V is the only clique of a complete graph, thus �Q is indiscrete as well.

Theorem 3. The adjacency topology � and the clique topology �Q coincide for all

undirected graphs.

Proof. Consider the set Qx of all cliques containing x. Since each edge containing
x is contained in at least one of the elements of Qx we we have N(x) � Yx :=
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Figure 3. The topology associated with � is non-trivial. The cliques of � are the

two triangles (1; 2; 6) and (3; 4; 5), and the K4 formed by (2; 3; 5; 6). There are only

two non-empty intersections of cliques, namely the edges (2; 6) and (3; 5), which are

disjoint. The topology � therefore consists of f2; 6g, f3; 5g, f1; 2; 6g, f3; 4; 5g, f2; 3; 5; 6g,

f1; 2; 3; 5; 6g, f2; 3; 4; 5; 6g, V , and ;. The basis is B =
�
f1; 2; 6g; f2; 4; 5g; f2; 6g; f3; 5g

	
.

The topology of � satis�es the separation axiom T5.

[X2Qx
X . On the other hand, a clique in Qx contains only x itself and neighbors

of x, thus X � N(x) for all X 2 Qx. Thus Yx = N(x), i.e., all elements of the
subbasis N of the adjacency topology � are contained in the clique topology �Q.
Now consider a clique X containing x and construct the set Z = \y2XN(y). By
construction, Z is an element of the adjacency topology. Furthermore we have
x 2 N(y) for all y 2 X since X is subset of N(x), i.e., X � Z. Suppose there is a
vertex z 2 Z nX . Then z is by de�nition a neighbor of each y 2 X , i.e., X [ fzg
induces a complete subgraph of �, and hence X cannot be a clique of �. Thus
Z = X , i.e., each clique of � is an element of the adjacency topology.

The following theorem shows that a large class of graphs has as trivial adjacency
topology. On the other hand, the example in Figure 3 illustrates that there are
undirected graphs with a topology that is neither discrete nor indiscrete.

Theorem 4. Suppose � 6= K2 is triangle-free and does not contain pendant ver-

tices. Then � is discrete. If � contains a pendant vertex, then � is not discrete.

Proof. (i) Suppose (x; y) 2 E is not contained in a triangle and x is not a pendant
vertex, i.e., x has vertex degree � 2. Then fx; yg is a clique and hence a member of
� . Since the degree of x is at least 2 there is a vertex z such that x 2 N(z). We have
y =2 N(z), otherwise x; y; z would form a triangle. Thus N(z) \ fx; yg = fxg 2 � .
(ii) Let x be a pendant vertex, and let y be the unique neighbor of x. By the
same argument as above there is neighbor z 2 N(y) such that x =2 N(z). Hence
N(x) \ N(z) = fyg. On the other hand N(x) \ N(q) is either empty or fyg for
all q 6= x; y. Clearly N(x) \ N(y) = N(x), hence fxg cannot be generated as a
(repeated) intersection of elements of the subbasis N . Therefore fxg =2 � .

An equivalence relation is reexive, symmetric, and transitive. The graph �
associated with such an accessibility relation is a collection of complete sub-graphs,
hence the resulting topological space is T3.

Very little can be said in general about the topologies of directed graphs. A vertex
x 2 V is a source if there is no arrow ending in x, i.e., if x 2 N(y) implies y = x. It is
clear that N(x) is the smallest open set containing x in this case. Conversely, x is a
sink if there is no arrow beginning in x, i.e. if and only if N(x) = fxg. (An isolated
vertex is both a source and a sink.) It follows immediately that the adjacency

topology of a connected directed graph ~� with at least 2 vertices is non-trivial if ~�

contains a sink and non-discrete if ~� contains a source.
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Figure 4. Hasse diagram of the substructure relation on GC10. A structure y is

\smaller" than x, y � x, if y is drawn below x and there is a path from x to y that goes

\downhill" in each step. The basis elements of the substructure topology consist of x

and all its substructures.

6. The Substructure Topology

For each secondary structure (graph) x we denote by Px the set of base pairs,
i.e., the set of edges that do not belong to the backbone of the molecule. We say
y is a substructure of x if x and y have the same chain length n and if Py � Px,
and we write y � x. Note that, for technical convenience, we regard x as a trivial
substructure of itself.

Clearly, the relation � is a partial order on V , i.e., anti-symmetric, reexive,
and transitive relation on V [6]. It has a unique minimal element, namely the
open structure. The maximal elements are those structures that have the maximal
number of base pairs including any prescribed set of pairs. These structures are
exactly the suboptimal structures that are computed by Zuker's suboptimal folding
algorithm [36]. Figure 4 shows the so-called Hasse diagram of the substructure
relation for the GC10 shape space.

The substructure relation is related to accessibility in the following way [11].
First we note that the set S(x) cannot be located anywhere in sequence space.
Only sequences that can form x, that is sequences that have one of the six possible
combinations GC, CG, AU, UA, GU, or UG at the two sequence positions that
form a base pair in x, are even candidates for membership in S(x). These sequences
form the set C(x) of compatible sequence of x [25]. Clearly we have C(x) � C(y)
if and only if y � x. The random graph theory of neutral networks [25] predicts
that S(x) is a dense random graph of C(x) for all common structures x. Thus, for
any two common structures x and y, the neutral sets S(x) and S(y) come close
to each other almost everywhere in C(x) \ C(y). Consequently, most sequences
in S(x) should have mutants that fold into some substructure of x. On the other
hand, if x is substructure of z, then C(z) is smaller than C(x), and hence it should
be relatively hard in general to �nd a mutant of an x-sequence that actually folds
into z. Based on this argument, the structures accessible from x are exactly its
substructures.

Of course we have neglected all thermodynamic considerations showing that
structures with very few base pairs are unstable and therefore not common. Fur-
thermore, if x and y di�er only by a single base pair, then their compatible sets
have a similar size, so that a transition from x to y, x � y, would not all that
unlikely. Finally, it is unlikely that a single point mutation will disrupt many base
pairs at once. We have to expect therefore that the substructure topology will not
be particularly realistic. Its simplicity, on the other hand, makes it worth while to
consider it in some more detail, before we turn to a more realistic approach.
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Figure 5. Basis of the Fontana-Schuster topology on GC10.

Note that B((((...))).) = N(((.....)).) \ N(.((...))..) is a proper subset of

N((((...))).).

Let (V;�) be a partially ordered set. An associated topology is obtained by
declaring the sets

N(x) = fy 2 V j y � xg (5)

open. Let H(x; y) be the set of maxima of N(x) \ N(y). Then N(x) \ N(y) =
[z2H(x;y)N(z). As a consequence fN(x)jx 2 V g is not only a subbasis but a basis of

the partial order topology. It is non-redundant since N(x) is obviously the smallest
open set containing x. Since N(x) 6= N(y) for all x 6= y, the partial order topology
satis�es T0.

If (V;�) has a unique minimal element z, then all open sets contain z, i.e., the
topological space is hyper-connected and therefore connected. Since the open struc-
ture is the unique minimal element of the substructure relation, we conclude that
the substructure topology of RNA secondary structures forms a hyper-connected

T0-space.

7. RNA Shape Space Topologies: Examples

Let us return to a more realistic model of accessibility among RNA shape spaces.
Fontana and Schuster [11, 27] argue that a secondary structure y is accessible from
x in one of the following three cases: (i) y is obtained from x by shortening a stack
of x; (ii) y is obtained from x by elongating a stack of x, or (iii) y is obtained from
x be eliminating a single stack of x. We shall refer to the resulting topology as the
Fontana-Schuster topology of RNA shape space. As the example in Figure 5 shows
the subbasis speci�ed above is not necessarily a basis.

For relatively small RNA sequence space, up to a chain length n � 30 in the
case of the 2-letter GC-alphabet, it is feasible to explicitly construct adjacency
topologies by folding all sequences and explicit determination of their neutral net-
works. The data reported here are a re-evaluation of the original data published
in [17, 18]. For each neutral set S(x) we explicitly compute @S(x) by producing
all (single) point mutations of all sequences in S(x). Boundary sequences folding
into the same structure are collected in the sets D(y  x). In practice we only
record jD(y  x)j instead of the list of sequences themselves. Given a particular
de�nition of accessibility, for instance in terms of a threshold on jD(y  x)j, see
Figure 6, it is straightforward to extract N(x) for each structure. Finally we use
equ.(4) to construct the non-redundant basis of the accessibility topology.

It does not come as a surprise that the topology depends strongly on the un-
derlying de�nition of accessibility. As an illustrative example we de�ne x  y
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Figure 6. Accessibility topologies forGC10 as a function of a threshold for the number

jD(y  x)j of mutations leading from x to y.

if jS(y) \ @S(x)j = jD(y  x)j is larger than a threshold value. Clearly, if the
threshold value is large enough (namely larger than max jS(x)j), we obtain the
discrete topology. On the other hand, as shown in Figure 2, if we only require
D(y  x) 6= ;, we �nd a highly connected topological space. The transition be-
tween these two extremes is exempli�ed in Figure 6. The rarest structure become
isolated �rst because both their neutral sets and their sets of neighbors are small.

Recall that a topology � 0 is �ner than � if each open set in � is also open in
� 0. Clearly, the subbasis sets N(x) shrink with increasing threshold values. One
might expect that this is also true for the basis sets B(x), and indeed this is often
the case. A close inspection of the example in Figure 6, however, shows that an
additional bidirectional edge between ((...))... and ...((...)) arises when the
threshold is raised from 5 to 10. Hence more stringent conditions on the subbasis
of accessible structures does not always lead to a �ner topology.

It should be noted that none of the topologies shown in Figure 6 is a close match
to the Fontana-Schuster topology on the same space. This might be an artifact of
the short chain length, however. Numerical experiments [11, 12, 27] indicate that
accessibility topologies with a suitable threshold for accessibility and the structure-
based Fontana-Schuster topology become quite similar for longer sequences.

The most important question, of course, is whether the topologies of larger se-
quence spaces is similar to the small examples discussed so far. For moderate size
chains, n � 20 exhaustive computations are feasible. The results for the \full"
accessibility topologies (no threshold values) are summarized in table 1.
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Table 1. RNA Accessibility Topologies

n jSj Size of Components

10 11 11
11 20 20
12 31 31 T0

13 48 42 5 1 T0

14 73 71 2 T0

15 116 116 T0

16 195 134 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 : : : T0

17 340 202 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 : : : T0

18 582 255 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 : : : T0

19 973 298 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 : : : T0

20 1610 318 5 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 : : : T0

Apparently, RNA accessibility topologies are T0-spaces in general. On the other
hand, the spaces are not connected for n � 16. They decompose into a single giant
component and a substantial number of very small components and/or isolated
points. The isolated points and small components are composed predominately of
rare structures.

Instead of considering all structures one might want to restrict the shape space
to the common structures. It is straight forward to construct an accessibility topol-
ogy on the set of common structures. The results are qualitatively similar to the
accessibility topology on the full shape space. In general we �nd a giant compo-
nent and a substantial number of isolated points. While there are a few cliques
that contradict the T0 axiom for n � 20, we �nd for n = 21 a T0-space with 460
vertices, 107 of which form the giant component. All other structures are isolated
or belong to one of 8 pairs.

A comparison of RNA accessibility topologies (Table 1) and the Fontana-Schuster
topologies (Table 2) reveals the expected qualitative similarities. Quantitatively,
however, there are di�erences. In particular, the giant components are substantially
larger in the FS topologies.

8. Trajectories and Transitions

An \evolutionary trajectory" can be regarded as a time-series of V -elements, for
instance the time series of the dominating shapes in a population. The following
de�nition makes this notion precise:

De�nition 1. Let V be a �nite topological space and let [�; �] � R be a �nite

interval, � = t0 < t1 < � � � < tm < tm+1 = �, m � 0. A trajectory is a function

' : [�; �]! V with the following properties:

(i) ' is constant on the intervals I0 = [�; t1), Im = (tm; �], and Ik = (tk; tk+1)
for 1 � k < m. In the special case m = 0 we require that ' is constant on

[�; �].
(ii) '(Ik) 6= '(Ik�1) for 1 � k � m.

(iii) '(tk) equals either '(Ik) or '(Ik�1) for 1 � k � m.

We say that ' is a proper trajectory if '(tk) = '(Ik�1) for all k. A trajectory

follows a sequence fxi 2 V; 0 � i � mg if '(Ik) = xk for 0 � k � m.
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Table 2. Fontana Schuster Topologies

n jSj Size of Components

10 11 11 T0

11 20 20 T0

12 31 31 T0

13 48 47 1 T0

14 73 70 3 T0

15 116 111 1 1 1 1 1 T0

16 195 175 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 : : : T0

17 340 268 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 : : : T0

18 582 455 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 : : : T0

19 973 703 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 : : : T0

20 1610 1076 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 : : : T0

21 2613 1634 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 : : : T0

22 4258 2357 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 : : : T0

23 6936 3814 5 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 : : : T0

24 11348 5890 6 5 5 4 4 4 3 3 : : : T0

25 18590 9043 15 12 10 10 9 9 5 5 : : : T0

26 30501 13895 18 16 13 12 9 6 6 5 : : : T0

27 49949 21325 26 21 18 14 12 12 9 9 : : : T0

The condition that ' is constant for almost all times reects the fact that a �nite
time is required for any evolutionary change. It is clear that the \concatenation"
of two trajectories ' : [�; �] ! V and  : [�; ] ! V with '(�) =  (�) is a
trajectory  �' : [�; ]! V . Note that a continuous trajectory is always a path in
the topological sense. Clearly,  � ' is continuous if and only if both ' and  are
continuous. We may decompose a trajectory therefore into parts that have only a
single intermediate point, which we call transitions:

De�nition 2. Let V be a �nite topological space, x 6= y 2 V , t0 < t2 2 R. A

transition from x to y is a function � : [t0; t2]! fx; yg (with the induced topology)

such that �([t0; t1)) = fxg and �((t1; t2]) = fyg for some t1 2 (t0; t2). We say that

� is a proper transition if �(t1) = x.

Theorem 5. A transition from x to y is continuous if and only if either

(i) x 2 B(y) and y 2 B(x), or
(ii) x 2 B(y), y =2 B(x) and �(t1) = y, or

(iii) x =2 B(y), y 2 B(x) and �(t1) = x.

A directed transition from x to y is continuous if and only if y 2 B(x), that is,

if there is a directed edge from x to y in ~�.

Proof. The induced topology on the two-element subset fx; yg � V consists of ;,
fx; yg, B0(x) = B(x) \ fx; yg and B0(y) = B(y) \ fx; yg. There are only four
possible cases:

(i) B0(x) = B0(y) = fx; yg, i.e., the induced topology on fx; yg is indiscrete and
hence any function into fx; yg is continuous.
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(ii) B0(y) = fx; yg andB0(x) = fxg. Thus fyg is a closed set. Hence the transition
is continuous if ��1(fyg) = [t1; t2] is closed and ��1(fxg) = [t0; t1) is open in
[t0; t2].

(iii) B0(x) = fx; yg and B0(y) = fyg is analogous.
(iv) B0(x) = fxg and B0(y) = fyg, i.e., the topology on fx; yg is discrete and

hence there is no non-constant continuous function into fx; yg.

The claim for proper transitions now follows immediately.

Corollary 1. Let V be �nite topological space. Then there exists a continuous

transition from x to y if and only if B(x) \ B(y) 6= ;.

Corollary 2. If ' is a continuous trajectory then it follows a connected path (in

the graph-theoretical sense) within the undirected graph �.

Corollary 3. A proper trajectory is continuous if and only if it follows a directed

path (in the graph-theoretical sense) in ~�.

Corollary 3 links the abstract discussion of the previous sections with the numer-
ical work reported in [11, 12], where a transition from x to y is called \continuous"
if and only if y is accessible from x. If the notion of a continuous function could be
extended to a generalization of topological spaces in which the intersection of two
open sets is not necessarily open any more, then corollary 3 would turn Fontana's
characterization of \continuous transitions" from a de�nition into a theorem. The
simulation results in [11, 12, 27] indicate that, given a suitable topology on the
space of phenotypes, evolutionary trajectories are continuous most of the time,
interrupted by rare discontinuous transitions.

Rare structures appear mostly as isolated points or within very small components
both in the accessibility topologies and in the Fontana-Schuster topology. Hence
there are no continuous trajectories leading to these structures and hence they are
inaccessibile by evolution. We submit that it is therefore justi�ed to neglect these
structures in the context of RNA evolution.

9. Discussion

The variational properties of the phenotype are fundamental to its evolution
by natural selection. Whether or not adaptive changes can be produced depends
critically on the genotype-phenotype map. Despite its ubiquity in evolutionary
phenomena, the genotype-phenotype map has until recently not been seen as a
unifying conceptual framework for many di�erent areas of evolutionary biology,
including dissociability in development, morphological integration, developmental
constraints, biological versatility, uctuating asymmetry, the Baldwin e�ect, epista-
sis, canalization, heterochrony, genetic variance/covariance matrices, identi�cation
of quantitative trait loci, and the adaptive landscape [33].

The genetic representation of a character determines the variability of the phe-
notype, and hence the accessibility of a particular phenotypic variant. In this con-
text the concept of developmental constraints (sensu Maynard-Smith et al. 1985;
Schwenk, 1995) can be understood as the limits of variability of traits caused by
their representation or coding in the genome. The study of natural variation can at
least give hints on the pattern of variability as for instance the study of osteological
variation suggests the existence of constraints (Alberch, 1983; Rienesl and Wag-
ner, 1992). Using computational models of genotype-phenotype maps, on the other
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hand, such constraints can be studied directly, and their impact on evolutionary
adaptation both in terms of phenotypes and dynamics can be evaluated explicitly
[11, 12].

In this contribution we have developed a rigorous mathematical framework that
allows at least some discussion of evolution at the phenotypic level. To this end we
turn the set of phenotypes into a topological space. The topology is de�ned in terms
of an accessibility relation among the phenotypes which in turn is derived from the
genotype-phenotype map. The language of topology allows us, for instance, to make
the notion of continuous and discontinuous transitions precise without resorting to
our intuition about which phenotypic changes might seem \continuous" to us.

We have illustrated our exposition using examples from RNA folding. The
genotype-phenotype map of RNA | the phenotypes being represented by sec-
ondary structures | is at this point the by far best understood computational
model [28]. It is reassuring that within this model phenotypic accessibility, as de-
�ned in section 3 based on the \closeness" of sequences that fold into di�erent
phenotypes, is related to structural similarities.

In general we do not have access to entire sequence-structure map, and hence we
cannot construct the accessibility topology of phenotype space. In a computational
model, we will have to resort to sampling mutants. In forthcoming study we shall
explore to what extent a shape space topology can be reconstructed by sampling.
Alternatively, phenotypic similarities could be used to introduce a meaningful topo-
logical structure that (hopefully) resembles accessibility. The Fontana-Schuster
topology on RNA shape spaces, which was designed to emulate the accessibility
relationships around the tRNA phenotype [11] may serve as an example for this
approach. At least for short sequences, however, we �nd substantial di�erences:
structural similarities are no guarantee for accessibility. Transitions probabilities
between the neutral networks of di�erent structures have been described in much
detail in J. Weber's PhD thesis [35]. In particular, there is a relationship between
the probabilities of transitions between the secondary structures x and y, the size
of their neutral sets S(x) and S(y), and a certain structure distance measure which
is based on a permutation representation of the secondary structure graph [23]. It
is conceivable that it can be used to derive a shape space topology that is closer to
a suitable accessibility topology.
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Appendix A: Finite Topological Spaces

A.1. Uniqueness of the Basis. Many of the standard notions of topology, and in
particular their inter-dependencies degenerate when X is a �nite space. The reason
is the the existence of a unique smallest neighborhood B(x) for each point x 2 V ,
which is de�ned as intersection of all open sets containing x.

Lemma 1. The family B = fB(x)jx 2 V g, where B(x) is the intersection of all

open sets containing x, forms the unique non-redundant basis of the topology � .

Proof. Since V is �nite, B(x) is an open set. It is clear from the de�nition that for
each z 2 B(x)\B(y) hold B(z) � B(x)\B(y), i.e., the intersection of two elements
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of B contains another basis element, and the union of elements of B is open. Thus
B is a basis of � . Uniqueness can be veri�ed as follows: suppose there is another
basis B0. Then, by de�nition B(x) is the union of elements of B0. Hence either
B(x) 2 B0, or B(x) is a union of open sets each of which is strictly smaller than
B(x). This is impossible since B(x) is the smallest open set containing x. Thus
B(x) 2 B0 for all x and hence B0 = B.

In the following we briey review how the wealth of topological properties is
reduced in �nite spaces. For de�nitions not repeated here we refer the reader
to Counterexamples in Topology [32]. The main purpose of this appendix is to
translate the most important properties of �nite topological spaces into conditions
on the collection B of basis sets.

We begin by observing that all �nite topological spaces are compact, hence all
the generalized notions of compactness become trivial as well.

A.2. Connectedness. Two open setsX1 andX2 form a separation of a topological
space (V; �) if they are disjoint and their union is V . In this case X1 and X2 are
closed as well. A topological space is connected if it has no separation. It is obvious
that B(x) is connected for all x. Thus all �nite topological spaces are locally

connected, that is, there is connected neighborhood basis for each x 2 V , namely
fB(x)g.

A path from x to y is a continuous map f : [0; 1] ! V such that f(0) = x and
f(1) = y. If in addition f is invertible it is called an arc. Trivially, there are no arcs
in �nite topological spaces. A set A 2 V is path connected if for any two distinct
points x; y 2 A there is path f : [0; 1]! A from x to y.

Lemma 2. B(x) is path connected for all x 2 V .

Proof. Let y 2 B(x). We have to distinguish two cases. (i) x 2 B(y), i.e., B(x) =
B(y). Then there is no open set that contains x but not y or vice versa and hence
no closed set containing one but not the other. Thus the induced topology on fx; yg
is indiscrete, and hence any function f [0; 1] ! fx; yg is continuous. (ii) x =2 B(y).
Then fyg is open but not closed, and fxg is closed but not open in fx; yg. Thus any
function of the form f(t) = x for t 2 [0; p] and f(t) = y for t 2 (p; 1) is continuous,
and of course a path. The concatenation of two paths is again a path, and thus
B(x) is path connected.

In other words a �nite topological space is always locally path connected, since for
fB(x)g is path connected neighborhood basis for each x 2 V . A general theorem
states that a topological space is path connected if it is connected and locally path
connected. Thus we have the

Corollary 4. A �nite topological space is path connected if and only if it is con-

nected.

A space is strongly connected, i� all real valued continuous functions V ! R are
constant. It is clear that on a connected �nite space we cannot have a non-constant
continuous function into R. Thus connectedness and strong connectedness are the
same thing in �nite topological spaces.

A topological space is called ultra-connected if it contains no disjoint closed sets.

Lemma 3. A �nite topological space (V; �) is ultra-connected if and only if there

is an x 2 V such that B(x) = V .
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Proof. If B(x) = V then the non-empty complements of elements in B all contain
x. Consequently x is contained in all their intersections, i.e., in all closed sets. Thus
there are non disjoint closed sets and V is ultra-connected. Conversely, we have to
show that if any two closed sets intersect, then there is point x that is common to
all of them: This is trivial if there are only two closed sets. Suppose the assertion
is true for k sets. Let Uk = C1 \ C2 \ � � � \ Ck , and suppose Ck+1 intersects C1

through Ck , but Uk \ Ck+1 = ;. Then C1 \ Ck is a closed set that is disjoint from
the closed set Uk, contradicting ultra-connectedness.

It is hyper-connected if it contains no disjoint open sets. Of course ultra-connected
or hyper-connected spaces are connected.

A.3. Separation Axioms. The hierarchy of separation axioms simpli�es consid-
erably as we shall see below. It will therefore be suÆcient to consider the following
separation axioms:

(T0) For all x; y 2 V there is an open set U such that x 2 U and y =2 U or y 2 U
and x =2 U .

(T1) For all x; y 2 V there is are open sets U and W such that x 2 U , y =2 U ,
y 2W , and x =2W .

(T3) For each x 2 V and each closed set A not containing x there are disjoint open
neighborhoods U of x and OA.

(T4) For any two disjoint closed sets A and B there are disjoint open neighborhoods
OA and OB .

(T5) For any two separated sets A and B there are disjoint open neighborhoods
OA and OB .

Other separation and disconnectedness properties degenerate in �nite space. In
addition, a number of implications between these properties hold in �nite spaces
that are not true in more general cases.

It is well known that a �nite topological space is discrete if and only if it satis�es
(T1). As a consequence each of the following properties characterizes the discrete
topology if V is �nite:

� the separation properties (T2) or (T21=2), i.e., Hausdor� and completely Haus-
dor�;

� the existence of an Urysohn function for any two points;
� the higher separation properties regular (T0 and T3), Tychono� (T0 and

T31=2), normal (T1 and T4), and completely normal (T1 and T5);
� the properties extremally disconnected, totally separated, and totally discon-
nected.

� the fact that V is a metric (or metrizable) topological space.

A space is zero-dimensional if it has a basis consisting of sets that are both open
and closed. In �nite zero-dimensional spaces each set is both open and closed,
i.e., � is a partition topology. A zero-dimensional space always satis�es the sep-
aration axiom (T3). Equivalently, �nite zero-dimensional spaces are exactly the
�nite pseudo-metric spaces. The following lemma shows below that (T3) and zero-
dimensional are equivalent properties in �nite spaces.

Lemma 4. A �nite T3-space is zero-dimensional, i.e., it has a partition topology.

Proof. The (T3) axiom is equivalent to the following requirement: Each open set
contains a closed neighborhood around each of its points. Thus B(x) contains
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a closed neighborhood C(x) of x. Hence there is an open set U such that x 2
U � C(x) � B(x). Since U is open and x 2 U we have B(x) 2 U and hence
B(x) = C(x), i.e., B(x) is both open and closed. Hence every �nite T3-space is
zero-dimensional.

A subset A � V is called dense-in-itself if it is contained in its derived set, i.e.,
in the set of all its limit points. Thus a set A is dense-in-itself if and only if for all
p 2 A and all open sets O containing p we have (O \A) n fpg 6= ;. In a �nite space
this is equivalent to requiring that (B(p)\A) n fpg 6= ;. A topological space (V; �)
is scattered if there are no dense-in-itself subsets of V . A scattered space is always
(T0). In �nite spaces the converse is also true:

Lemma 5. A �nite T0-space is scattered.

Proof. Let (V; �) be a T0-space. Suppose B(x) 6= fxg for all x 2 V . Consider a
point p for which jB(p)j � 2 is minimal. Then for all x 2 B(p) we haveB(x) = B(p).
Thus any two elements of B(p) cannot be separated by an open set, contradicting
(T0). A T0-space therefore contains at least one point p for which B(p) = fpg.
If (V; �) is (T0) then each subset with the induced topology is also (T0). Thus for
each A � V there is a q 2 A such that B(q) \A = fqg. The set A is dense-in-itself
if and only if B(p) \ A 6= fpg for all p 2 A. Thus no subset of a �nite T0-space is
dense-in-itself, i.e., a �nite T0-space is scattered.

The axiom (T3) implies (T5) in �nite (and in fact already in second countable)
spaces, while (T5) always implies (T4). As a consequence (T3) and (T31=2) are
equivalent if V is �nite, since (T4) and (T3) together always imply (T31=2). Inter-
estingly, the (T4) axiom is closely related to connectedness:

Lemma 6. A �nite topological space satis�es (T4) if and only if every connected

component is ultra-connected.

Proof. First note that (V; �) satis�es (T4) if and only if each of its connected com-
ponents satis�es (T4). Thus we may assume that (V; �) is connected. The absence
of disjoint closed sets trivially implies (T4).
Suppose that (V; �) is a connected T4-space with two disjoint closed sets A;A0 6= ;.
Since V is �nite we may construct the smallest open neighborhood B(A) as the
intersection of all open sets containing A. Since (V; �) is connected A is not both
open and closed, i.e., B(A) 6= A. Furthermore C = X nB(A) is a non-empty closed
set (it must contain A0), and by (T4) it must have an open neighborhoodW disjoint
from B(A). Hence W � X n B(A) = C � W , i.e., W = C. Thus C is both open
and closed, contradicting the connectedness of (V; �).

A.4. Hierarchies.

De�nition 3. A system of B � P(V ) is a (strong) hierarchy on V if (i) the union

of all elements of B equals V and (ii) for all P;Q 2 B the intersection P \Q equals

P , Q, or ;, see e.g. [16]. Let us call a topological space (V; �) is hierarchical if it
has a basis that is a hierarchy on V .

It is clear that a hierarchy can be interpreted as the basis of a topological space:
since the intersections of elements of B are again elements of B, the open sets are
exactly the unions of B-elements.
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Lemma 7. A �nite hierarchical space is (topologically) connected if and only if

there exists x 2 V such that B(x) = V .

Proof. Suppose V is hierarchical and connected. For each x 2 V we de�ne H(x)
as the union of all basis elements B(y) containing x. Obviously H(x) 2 B as a
consequence of the intersection property of hierarchies. By the same token, all
basis elements that contain a point z 2 H(x) must be contained in H(x). Thus
V nH(x) is the union of all basis elements that do not contain a point in H(x); it
is therefore and open set, i.e., H(x) and V nH(x) form a separation of V . Hence
V nH(x) = ; and V = H(x) = B(y). The converse is obvious.

Lemma 8. A �nite hierarchical space satis�es (T5).

Proof. Let (V; �) be �nite, connected, and hierarchical. By lemma 7 there is a
basis element satisfying B(x) = V . Thus (V; �) is ultra-connected by lemma 3.
Lemma 6 now implies that a �nite hierarchical space satis�es (T4). It is obvious
that every subspace of a �nite hierarchical space is again hierarchical and therefore
also satis�es (T4). Gaal's [14] result that a topological space is satis�es (T5) if and
only if each subspace is a T4-space completes the proof.

On the other hand it is obvious that a partition topology, an hence every �nite
T3-space, is hierarchical since all basis elements are disjoint. Starting from the
de�nition of the T5 property, the following result is quite surprising:

Lemma 9. A �nite topological space satis�es (T5) if and only if it is hierarchical.

Proof. We only have to show that (T5) implies that B is a hierarchy, the converse is
lemma 8. Let V1 through Vm be the components of V . Since each of the components
is ultra-connected by lemma 6, there is a zj 2 Vj , j = 1; : : : ;m such that B(zj) = Vj .
Next we determine the sets Xj = fy 2 Vj jB(y) = Vjg. We add the sets Vj to a

collection ~B and form the subspace V 0 =
S
j(Vj nXj). It is clear that the basis of

the topological subspace V 0 of V consists of the basis elements B(x) \ V 0 = B(x)

if x 2 V 0, i.e., the basis is B n ~B. By Gaal's theorem every subspace of a T5-space
is again T5 because every one of its subspaces satis�es (T4), i.e., we may repeat
this procedure with V 0. From each component of V 0 be obtain basis elements
which we add to ~B and remove from B. By construction they are pairwise disjoint
because they form components of V 0 and each of them was contained entirely in a

component at the previous step. Thus ~B is a hierarchy, and after at most jV j steps

we have moved all basis elements from B to ~B. The basis of a �nite T5-space is
therefore a hierarchy.

We are now in the position to express the separation axioms in a way that lends
itself to computational surveys:

Proposition 1. Let (V; �) be a �nite topological space. Then the separation axioms

can be expressed as follows.

(T1) B(x) = fxg.
(T0) B(x) 6= B(y) for all x 6= y 2 V .

(T3) B(x) \ B(y) = ; or B(x) = B(y).
(T5) B(x) \ B(y) = ;, B(x), or B(y).
(T4) For each connected component V 0 of V there is x 2 V 0 such that B(x) = V 0.

Furthermore, none of the implications T1=)T0 and T3=)T5=)T4 can be re-

versed.
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: T4 T4 ^: T5 T5 ^: T3 T3

T0

:T0

T1() discrete

Figure 7. The implications T1=)T0 and T3=)T5=)T4 between the separation ax-

ioms are not reversible. All examples shown here with the exception of the T3-spaces

are connected. Elements of V are displayed as �, ellipses denote the elements of the

basis B.

Proof. Since (T1) implies the discrete topology, the condition is trivial. Lemma 9 is
equivalent to the condition for (T5), (T3) means that B is a partition topology, see
lemma 4. Condition (T4) states that a V is T4-space i� each connected component
is ultra-connected, lemmas 6 and 3. It remains to verify (T0): If V is a T0-space,
then for all x; y holds y =2 B(x) or x =2 B(y), and hence B(x) 6= B(y). Conversely,
suppose B(x) 6= B(y) but x; y 2 B(x) \ B(y) (contradicting the separation axiom
T0). In this case the axioms of topology require B(x) � B(x) \ B(y) and B(y) �
B(x) \ B(y), i.e., B(x) = B(y). Thus B(x) 6= B(y) implies that x =2 B(y) or
y =2 B(x), and hence (T0). The implications, which have already been discussed in
the text, are obvious. Examples showing that the implications cannot be reversed
are given in Figure 9.
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